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"What do we really mean when we start a sentence with the disclaimers, 'I am not a feminst
BUT...' or 'I am 100% a feminist BUT...'? What do our great big 'BUTS...' say about where
things stand between the sexes in the 21st century? We asked some of the most talented
ladies (and gentlemen) working in comics and animation today, along with some of the
smartest writers we know, to 'but' into the heated discussion about the much more level but still
contradictory playing field both sexes are struggling to find their footing on today"--Publisher
description.
Men Engaging Feminisms is about men's responses to feminist reforms in schooling. These
have become closely intertwined with the 'what about the boys?' backlash. This and other
forms of backlash are deconstructed. Written by two men from a profeminist perspective, Men
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Engaging Feminisms seeks to open up a dialogue about schooling and changing gender
relations and changing gender order while also desiring to contribute to a more equal gender
order in the future.
Gender equality is a widely shared value in many western societies and yet, the mention of the
term feminism frequently provokes unease, bewilderment or overt hostility. Repudiating
Feminism sheds light on why this is the case. Grounded in rich empirical research and
providing a timely contribution to debates on engagements with feminism, Repudiating
Feminism explores how young German and British women think, talk and feel about feminism.
Drawing on in-depth interviews with women from different racial and class backgrounds, and
with different sexual orientations, Repudiating Feminism reveals how young women's diverse
positionings intersect with their views of feminism. This critical and reflexive analysis of the
interplay between subjective accounts and broader cultural configurations shows how
postfeminism, neoliberalism and heteronormativity mediate young women's negotiations of
feminism, revealing the manner in which heterosexual norms structure engagements with
feminism and its consequent association with man-hating and lesbian women. Speaking to a
range of contemporary cultural trends, including the construction of essentialist notions of
cultural difference and the neoliberal imperative to take responsibility for the management of
one's own life, this book will be of interest to anyone studying sociology, gender and cultural
studies.

Ideas of masculinity and femininity become sharply defined in war-reliant societies,
resulting in a presumed enmity between men and women. This so-called battle of the
sexes intensifies in tandem with dispositions to fight actual wars. These are among the
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fascinating discoveries Tom Digby shares in Love and War, which describes the
making and manipulation of gender in both militaristic and nonmilitaristic societies and
the consequences for men and women in their personal, romantic, sexual, and
professional lives. Drawing on cross-cultural comparisons and examples from popular
media, including sports culture, the rise of ÒgonzoÓ and ÒbangbusÓ pornography, and
ÒInternet trolls,Ó Digby shows how misogyny and toughness are deployed to construct
masculinity in ways that undermine relations between women and men. Through
diverse philosophical methodologies, he identifies the cultural elements that contribute
to heterosexual antagonism, such as an enduring faith in male force to solve problems,
the glorification of violent men who suppress caring emotions, the devaluation of
menÕs physical and emotional lives, an imaginary gender binary, male privilege
premised on the subordination of women, and the use of misogyny to encourage
masculine behavior. Digby tracks the Òcollateral damageÓ of this disabling misogyny in
the lives of both men and women, but ends on a hopeful note. He ultimately finds the
link between war and gender to be dissolving in many societies: war is becoming
degendered, and gender is becoming demilitarized.
This book is comprised of a number of articles written by women on the impact of
feminism on academic disciplines. Fundamental to feminism is the premise that women
have been 'left out' of codified knowledge, so that the world has been explained in
terms of men but not women. The contributors explore not only how this happened but
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why. They document, discipline by discipline, the gain that feminism has made in
establishing alternative processes and alternative knowledge and the effect these are
having in modifying the academic curriculum.
This is the first book to offer a systematic account of feminist philosophy as a distinctive
field of philosophy. The book introduces key issues and debates in feminist philosophy
including: the nature of sex, gender, and the body; the relation between gender,
sexuality, and sexual difference; whether there is anything that all women have in
common; and the nature of birth and its centrality to human existence. An Introduction
to Feminist Philosophy shows how feminist thinking on these and related topics has
developed since the 1960s. The book also explains how feminist philosophy relates to
the many forms of feminist politics. The book provides clear, succinct and readable
accounts of key feminist thinkers including de Beauvoir, Butler, Gilligan, Irigaray, and
MacKinnon. The book also introduces other thinkers who have influenced feminist
philosophy including Arendt, Foucault, Freud, and Lacan. Accessible in approach, this
book is ideal for students and researchers interested in feminist philosophy, feminist
theory, women's studies, and political theory. It will also appeal to the general reader.
An anthology containing some 100 documents, among them excerpts from public
sources--speeches, books, essays, poems, songs, plays, and political pamphlets--and
private ones, such as letters and diaries. Among the egalitarian men represented: Tom
Paine, Horace Mann, John Dewey, Horace Greeley, Joe Hill, Frederick Douglass,
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Ralph Waldo Emerson, Eugene Debs, Walt Whitman, Gore Vidal, John Lennon, Jesse
Jackson, Alan Alda. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
??????????????????????????,?????????????????????????????????????????????,???
??????????????????????????
Has feminism transformed development studies? What happens to feminist theory and
practice within the development industry?This book brings together a variety of feminist
ativists and academics, from both North and South, engaged in development, to answer
these questions. Each describes her project and its feminist rationale, and analyses it
through three fundamental challenges:the problem of making a feminist agenda work
within development agencies, including the difficulties of finding funding and the
constraints imposed by funders;the ethical and methodological issues raised by
feminism - including the differences between women and the legitimacy of studying 'the
Other';the challenge of international feminism: looking for new ways to work together for
global change without imposing 'Western feminism' on Southern women.Including
feminist projects from the 'South in the North', the book explores how 'global feminism'
actually works in a variety of ways, through both activism and academic research. It is a
fascinating insight into the challenges and rewards of feminist theory in practice. As
such it is necessary reading for practitioners, policy-makers, activists and academics in
gender and development as well as all students and academics of women's studies.
Fourth-wave-feminism has crept up on us and seems intent on destroying the Western
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world as we know it. That's the premise of this volume and Dr B Real explains what's
happening, the reasons for this fourth wave of feminism, its proponents and the danger
they are to the free world.This is the second volume of Surviving Fourth Wave
Feminism: The War on the West and it digs down into detail with excruciating examples
of how so-called feminists (both men and women) are aiming to drag Western society
down to a lower level. The author explains why positive discrimination can't work and
how it can be positively dangerous with examples from the armed services and even
closer to home, police action or inaction in situations of extreme peril that require the
very best of the police and which suffer from a lack of leadership or the proper training
for such circumstances.Dr B gives the example of a fourth-wave-feminist in action in
sports, where a champion is defeated but tries to deflect her public loss by claiming that
she is a mother and she will not stand for what was (supposedly) done to her in the
public arena. The winner is side-lined as the "champion" rants and raves and pouts.
And yet, if you watch the match between the two players you can see that the
champion just lost because her game wasn't good enough that day.What about women
who are more interested in men for what they can do for them? The book describes the
sort of women who would rather laze the day away without doing any work and expect
men to pick up the slack to provide for them. Dr B identifies them as gold diggers and
gives an awful example of a video showing a couple who have been together for five
years breaking up because the girl would rather go with someone who is very obviously
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richer than her partner. And apparently, there are a large number of these videos on the
Internet, which is saddening.Coming back to home turf, Australia, Dr B gives examples
of a female media celebrity who is asked to participate in high-level meetings where
they have no background and have no training for. And yet what they say is held with
the highest regard. They also desecrate the memory of veterans when posting
inappropriate messages on ANZAC day without thought as to how it might affect those
who are remembering wounded or dead comrades or relatives.There are other equally
repellent examples that demonstrate how women have been subverted from looking for
equality of opportunity with men to wanting to get the same as men but by doing less
and taking more. Worse is that younger girls are being indoctrinated into the same
awful belief that men, particularly white men are the lowest of the low.Early on in the
book Dr B introduces the concept of MGTOW, which is all about enlightened men
deciding to go do their own thing rather than get involved with the possibility of being
marginalise now or in the future by a woman who is hiding or yet to adopt her fourthwave-feminism so that she can entrap him.It's clear that fourth-wave-feminism just
cannot be ignored. Fortunately, Dr B has ideas for reducing or eliminating the impact of
fourth-wave-feminism and devotes several pages to tips that will reduce its impact.
Ultimately, if you're a man you're unlikely to be smiling by the time you've finished
reading this but you'll be fully aware of the arguments and evidence that Dr B lays out
for you. If you're a woman who's a little uncomfortable with the direction feminism
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seems to have taken this will be a chilling read.
"Feminism and Women's Rights Worldwide" is both a richly detailed history of the
women's movement around the globe and a road map for the next stages in the
ongoing fight for gender equality. In this landmark three-volume set, a remarkable team
of contributors draws on a wealth of contemporary research to discuss pivotal events,
issues, and controversies related to the global women's movement, with chapters
addressing reproductive rights, sexual slavery, harassment, forced marriage, mortality
in birthing, domestic violence and rape, job discrimination, pay inequities, women in
leadership positions, and other crucial issues. Together these volumes offer today's
generation the real story of feminism and a call to action for the next wave of advocacy
in education, religion, politics, the military, personal relationships, the workplace, and
the home.

Addresses a long-neglected topic - the role of men in social work. Considers
influence of feminist analysis on male professional practice, service delivery and
planning as well as assessing male-female work relationships.
???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? Wolfson History Prize??????????Royal Academy of Arts????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????? ?19??????????????????????????????????
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A collection of 17 essays--some new, some revised from previous publication--by
male critics of poetry, fiction, stage, film, television, and broader cultural texts.
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Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Argues that present-day feminism's emphasis on individualism has been valuable
for only a small segment of women, the college-educated, white middle class,
while the needs of the overwhelming majority of poor and minority women remain
unmet
An attempt to stimulate a dialogue between feminists and their male allies, this
collection of essays assesses the benefits or disadvantages of male participation
in feminism.
????????????????????? ????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????? ? ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ??? ????? ? ?
????????misogyny????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ? ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ?
???????????????????????? ? ??????????????????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????? ? ????????????????????????????? ?
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??????????????????? ?????????Martha C.
Nussbaum?????????????????????????? ??? ?? (??)
As one twentieth-century historian described it, "the subject matter of history is
always men in the midst of other men - men in collectives and groups." Simply
put, until the late 1960s women were not viewed as an integral part of the
historical record. The few who did appear had predictable roles as the mothers
and daughters, wives and mistresses of famous men. Extraordinary figures like
the queens of sixteenth-century Europe or the nineteenth-century reformers in
the United States, though praised for having taken on male roles, still could not
escape patronizing phrases and denigrating stereotypes. Not only was history the
study of "man", but the profession itself had a skewed definition. The writing of
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history seemed a masculine prerogative, the historian a "gentleman scholar"
mediating between the past and the present. In this first full-length study of the
impact of feminism on history, Judith P. Zinsser traces the ways in which selfdeclared feminist scholars have worked since the early 1970s to present "the
other half of history." They created a new field - the study of women - and a new
perspective - gender. Zinsser vividly conjures up the heady excitement of the first
women's history programs, as well as the protracted struggles over access to and
equal status in faculty departments, scholarly publications, and professional
organizations such as the American Historical Association. Feminist scholars
have, in fact, forced the inclusion of women as fully participating members of the
profession and the academy. Zinsser also writes about feminist initiatives outside
of colleges and universities. She gives the first detailed account of the most
influential of these "grassroots" initiatives, the National Women's History Project.
In surveying the impact of all that has changed and all that has remained the
same, Zinsser concludes that for feminist historians it appears to be a question of
"a glass half full or a glass half empty."
This book provides a feminist analysis of #MeToo and the sexual assault
allegations against celebrity perpetrators which have emerged since the
Weinstein story of October 2017. It argues for the importance of understanding
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#MeToo in relation to an on-going history of Anglo-American feminist activism,
theory and interdisciplinary research. Boyle investigates how speaking out about
rape, sexual assault and harassment on social media can be understood in
relation to second-wave feminist traditions of consciousness-raising. Her
argument explores the media depiction of feminism – and feminists - in the wake
of Weinstein and the cultural values associated with men’s abuse, particularly
within the film and television industries. The book concludes with an exploration
of what the #MeToo era has meant for men as victims/survivors and as alleged
perpetrators, in relation to narratives of victimisation and of monstrosity.
A passionate and urgent new voice that will reclaim feminism for a new generation.
Criticizes the patriarchal world view, outlines the historical realities that have produced
a culture that glorifies violence and domination, and argues for a worldview that
recognizes the full humanity of women.
Here is what you will learn in this course (the ACTIONABLE TIPS, each one worth what
I'm charging for the course, and THEN SOME!) - Always remember the difference
between REAL feminism and Nazi feminism - and REPEAT it until the cows come
home. Never give up your financial freedom, or tell them "how you make your money"
or "how much you have in the bank" Why ignoring her is the GOLDEN GOOSE - quite
literally! Why you should remember that with Nazi feminists, and women in general, it's
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all TAKE and very little GIVE. There's no "past credit" with Nazi feminists. Use that
AGAINST them. Understand that a Nazi feminist always makes sure SHE has money,
while ridding you, the man of YOURS. Understand that you'll always "be a failure" with
Nazi feminists and use that thinking AGAINST THEM. Understand that they will never
change. Understand that, NO, yours "aint necessarily different". Never work jobs that
are not of your choosing, no matter what the guilt trip is. Why engaging directly with
Nazi feminists is a losing battle, and how to profit from just that. Why you SHOULD
engage directly with the cucked men that enable all this. THE SIX TENETS OF NAZI
FEMINISM! - Tenet #1: Recognize the the overriding tenet of Nazi feminism for what it
is "my way or the highway", and USE it against them. Tenet #2 - Blame and Shame
Tenet #3 - Guilt Trips Tenet #4 - Conveniently forgetting "facts" when the time is right
for THEM. Tenet # 5 - Hating each other, even "sisters in Nazi Feminism" and women
in general. Tenet #6 - CONTROL!!! (and how to use it against them) The "natural laws
of Nature" don't change no matter what. Why you should never tire of telling cucked
men that enable this disease for what it is - like it IS. Why you should RECOGNIZE the
fact that anything women can do - men can do better, and HAVE - but the reverse is
NOT necessarily true. Why you should NOT have a child unless YOU absolutely want
to (despite all the guilt trips and shennanigans to the contrary). What you should tell
Nazi feminist mothers that claim their sons aren't good enough to be parents when they
themselves fit that particular bill. What you should tell Bozos that tell you to go to
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counseling for "not pandering to Nazi feminist views". What Bozo Schofield can teach
YOU about dealing with cucked males with fantasies they're too scared to admit.
PROFIT DIRECTLY from Nazi Feminism! Lose the battle, but ALWAYS win the war
Why shortsightedness is ultimately the bane of Nazi feminism and how to use this to
YOUR advantage as a MAN. Why the truism of "give an inch, and they'll take a mile" is
true x1000 for Nazi feminists. Why all real men SHOULD Train (physically) regularly
Why all real men should train their MINDS as hard as their bodies, if not harder!
Subconsciously influence Nazi feminists in ways they would NEVER IMAGINE - for
your OWN benefit. Why Chinese women from the mainland are to be absolutely
avoided if you're NOT into Nazi feminism. Why you should never do the right thing for
Nazi feminists Why you should NEVER worry about "tags" that Nazi feminists (and
people in general) give you - and PROFIT from it. In fact you should "embrace and
welcome said tags!" Why you should always "hold money over a Nazi feminist's head"
Remember the "monkey branching" tenet of Nazi feminists and why it's such a
POWERFUL tool to use as a MAN for your OWN benefit. Why you SHOULD defend
yourself against a Nazi feminist using her gender as an excuse to physically or
otherwise attack you. And much, much more my friend. Most men live (cucked) lives of
desperation.. Dont be one! BREAK FREE - TODAY
Responding to Men in Crisis is based on new research looking at gendered
assumptions about rationality and men's mental health. It looks at postmodern theory in
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relation to masculinities and madness, and discusses key contemporary debates in
political uses of risk, dangerousness and so on. The author relates this to a discussion
of current policy and practice responses to men within the mental health system. It
offers the reader a theoretical exploration of a topically and politically sensitive issues
and is relevant to service user involvement and survivor movements, making it
essential reading for academics and students of sociology and allied disciplines.
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The way in which media systems reflect our social environment
and specifically how they represent and disseminate gender role models and have a
lasting effect on the construction of identity is of long-standing interest both in Gender
Studies and in the literary and the visual arts. In order to examine in particular the
representation of women in the visual art of popular cinema, The Dominance of the
Male Gaze in Hollywood Films will thus focus on the image of women in mainstream
Hollywood films. Although media and specifically television and films are often
considered to act largely as a social mirror , films in fact often distort social reality and
continue to reflect traditional stereotypical gender constructions. In fact, these
traditional gender images are not simply mirrors of real life, but also ideological
signifiers: In many mainstream films that pretend to depict reality a time lag separates
true social circumstances from the film reality the movie produces. Consequently, this
time lag also manifest in filmic representations of gender roles means for the women s
movement that feminists have hardly been able to enact new images of women outside
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the patriarchal context of popular films or change female stereotypes and incorporate
feminist thought into mainstream films. Thus, mainstream films do not propagate an
image of emancipated women, quite the reverse: women are subordinate objects of the
male gaze. This general assumption has led to this thesis, which will deal with the
question of whether Hollywood films, as representative of mainstream culture, still
disseminate patriarchal images of women dominated by the male gaze even though
feminist thought has been part of our society for some decades now. Located at the
intersection of Media Studies, Cultural Studies, Sociology, and Gender Studies, this
thesis will mainly follow the theoretical approach of the feminist film critic Laura Mulvey
who developed the concept of the male gaze in her essay Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema . Mulvey s concept shall contribute to the analysis of the thesis that
the images of women in Hollywood films still correspond to conservative patriarchal
stereotypes. Within the scope of this still valid thesis, one of the major restrictions was
to narrow down the film analysis to merely Hollywood film production. The reason for
this restriction is first of all that Hollywood films, representative of popular taste, are
globally [...]
Feminist City is an ongoing experiment in living differently, living better, and living more
justly in an urban world. We live in the city of men. Our public spaces are not designed
for female bodies. There is little consideration for women as mothers, workers or
carers. The urban streets often are a place of threats rather than community.
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Gentrification has made the everyday lives of women even more difficult. What would a
metropolis for working women look like? A city of friendships beyond Sex and the City.
A transit system that accommodates mothers with strollers on the school run. A public
space with enough toilets. A place where women can walk without harassment. In
Feminist City, through history, personal experience and popular culture Leslie Kern
exposes what is hidden in plain sight: the social inequalities built into our cities, homes,
and neighborhoods. Kern offers an alternative vision of the feminist city. Taking on fear,
motherhood, friendship, activism, and the joys and perils of being alone, Kern maps the
city from new vantage points, laying out an intersectional feminist approach to urban
histories and proposes that the city is perhaps also our best hope for shaping a new
urban future. It is time to dismantle what we take for granted about cities and to ask
how we can build more just, sustainable, and women-friendly cities together.
Simplified Chinese edition of The Bluest Eye
Between Men and Feminism had its origins in a lively colloquium at St John’s College,
Cambridge in 1990. It discusses how two decades of feminism have affected the ways
men define their own masculinities, and how they have responded in their own social,
sexual and political lives to the challenges posed by the evolving feminist critiques of
patriarchy and maleness itself. The collection contains a great diversity of approaches
from Britain and North America. It includes viewpoints from academics, a poet, an
educational researcher and the members of an active men’s group. Gay issues feature
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prominently, as do psychoanalytical views, and a number of the pieces provide a
refreshingly personal and practical outlook. Between Men and Feminism shows men
finding their own way within the spaces feminism has opened to them, rediscovering
their own gendered voices and participating in the transformation of controllong
ideologies in their daily lives. These very readable accounts will appeal not only to
students in the social sciences and gender studies, but to all men who find themselves
responding to the feminist challenge.
The field of masculinities research continues to expand, and has become increasingly
complex. Much of the contemporary analysis of men, masculinity and power has been
influenced by the work of a number of profeminist writers who have been leading
figures in developing new political interventions around men’s identities and power.
These men have been at the forefront of interrogations of the concept of masculinity
and have attempted to develop new forms of radical gender-conscious politics for men
who seek to extend gender justice. The New Politics of Masculinity is the first singleauthored feminist text to engage critically with the theoretical frameworks which leading
profeminist writers have developed in the field of masculinity studies. Drawing on new
social movement and contemporary theory, the book examines the different models of
politics that such writers have evolved for men who want to challenge dominant forms
of masculinities and inequitable gender relationships. It also assesses the broader
effects – on the field of men and masculinities research – of these writers’ diverse
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theorisations of key political concepts such as masculinity, subjectivity, power and
resistance. Overall, The New Politics of Masculinity outlines the central theoretical
issues for scholars and students working in the area of critical studies of masculinities,
and evaluates the effects of men’s gender-conscious politics on feminist scholarship
and research. The New Politics of Masculinity will be of great interest to students and
scholars of gender theory, sociology, and politics.
Written by leading scholars in feminist theory, Feminist Frameworks was one of the first
anthologies in its field and, in the third edition, remains on the cutting edge.
Comprehensive, the book covers current issues, problems, theory, and historical texts
regarding the oppression of women. With the third edition comes a new section, "Why
Theory?" in Part II, explaining the value of feminist theory. Also, the emerging areas of
multicultural feminism and global feminism are covered in Part IV. Introductions to each
major theme expose students to the readings in a meaningful context.
The feminist book they tried to ban in France
As the initial book in the Feminist Constructions series, Feminists Doing Ethics
broaches the ideas of critiquing social practice and developing an ethics of universal
justness. The essays collected within explore the intricacies and impact of reasoned
moral action, the virtues of character, and the empowering responsibility that comes
with morality. These and other essays were taken from Feminist Ethics Revisited: An
International Conference on Feminist Ethics held in October of 1999. Waugh and
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DesAutels bring to light in these pages work discussed at this conference that extends
our understanding of morality and ourselves. Visit our website for sample chapters!
Recounts and examines the goals, challenges, and accomplishments of profeminist
men's groups.
Too often feminism has been defined as a "woman only" arena, or in competitive terms
of male versus female privilege, rather than as a cooperative effort to improve the
quality of life for everyone. Indeed, a good deal of feminist scholarship has failed to take
into account the relational nature of gender, preferring instead to focus on the ways in
which men and women are irreconcilably opposed. With a view to beginning a more
constructive dialogue between women and men, the contributors to Feminism and Men
argue that the feminist movement can no longer stand to view with suspicion those men
who have proved themselves sympathetic to issues of gender equity. Bringing together
the work of scholars across various disciplines committed to maximizing the inclusion of
pro-feminist men in the feminist movement, the book convincingly demonstrates how
and why feminist goals cannot be realized until men and women come together to
eliminate the shared harm of patriarchal realities. Contributors include R.W. Connell,
Riane Eisler, Kay Leigh Hagan, bell hooks, Christine A. James, Robert Jensen, Michael
S. Kimmel, Gary Lemons, Michael Messner, Matthew Shepherd, and John Stoltenberg.
This book is a long overdue comprehensive critique of the silent feminist revolution now
happening that is changing our society, government, industry, business and the military.
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Feminism is a flaw in our culture. It is, in reality, an experiment in that it represents the
first wave of women who are taking over the jobs and tasks than men have held
exclusively for centuries. However, it must be remembered that no society in history
has lasted that did not have the men doing the principal jobs with the women taking
care of the children.
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